
The Freestanding
Bath Collection





The focal point of  a well conceived 
bathroom is always the bath.

The Renaissance free standing bath designs in this brochure illustrate just how innovative and 
stylish your bathroom can be. The range has been created to suit all tastes. So from the full 

free standing baths to the plinth and wall bath you will not have to compromise your 
bathroom design.

Just as there is an art in creating a beautiful shape, so too is there an art in manufacture. 
Utilising expertise from around the world we design and construct our own manufacturing 
equipment, employing state of  the art technology to ensure the quality of  the product that 

reaches you is undeniable. 

When it comes to judging the finished product there is no substitute for the human eye. 
Meticulous inspection at each stage, particularly in the finishing and polishing area,  

combines art with the science of  manufacture.

Equal care is taken in packing so that everything arrives in the  
same pristine condition as it left us.

Only your eye is good enough.
We hope you will find what you like 

and like what you find.



Gold decor bath
The Gold effect (including 24ct Gold) is hand laid making each bath distinctively different. In three different finishes and two 

bath design options allows you to have a stand out luxurious product to achieve that luxury bathroom feel.  
24ct Gold leaf  is an option for that ultimate prestigious decorated bath.

1700 x 800mm
Bath £2640.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat

Real Gold option £3995.00 Inc Vat

Each of  these baths are hand decorated and made to order, therefore each Gold effect (including 24ct Gold)  
pattern may vary to image shown. Your bath will be exclusive to you.



Silver decor bath
The Silver effect (including real Silver) is hand laid making each bath distinctively different. In three different finishes and two 

bath design options allows you to have a stand out luxurious product to achieve that luxury bathroom feel.  
Real Silver leaf  is an option for that ultimate prestigious decorated bath.

1700 x 800mm
Bath £2640.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat

Real Silver option £3099.00 Inc Vat

Each of  these baths are hand decorated and made to order, therefore each Silver effect (including real Silver)  
pattern may vary to image shown. Your bath will be exclusive to you.



Copper decor bath
The Copper is hand laid making each bath distinctively different. In three different finishes and two bath design options allows 

you to have a stand out luxurious product to achieve that luxury bathroom feel.

1700 x 800mm
Bath £2640.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat

Each of  these baths are hand decorated and made to order, therefore each Copper  
pattern may vary to image shown. Your bath will be exclusive to you.



Aureus bath
The Oval shaped Aureus bath is the ultimate in design with its narrow rim and contemporary looks. This bath will compliment 

any bathroom and comes complete with factory fitted slotted overflow. Spring plug waste also supplied.

1675 x 810mm
Bath £1620.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat

Decor option £2900.00 Inc Vat
Real Gold option £4300.00 Inc Vat
Real Silver option £3300.00 Inc Vat



Solus bath
This bath has the look and feel of  luxury. The overall style fits in with any bathroom suite, contemporary or period design. The 

bath can be installed with a slim line push waste and overflow (not supplied) keeping it simple to install.  
The rim of  the bath gives it that solid look.

1700 x 800mm
Bath £1180.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat



Alta bath
Similar in design to the Solus bath but with a curved raised back rest. Sit up or lay back and relax at the end of  the day.

1700 x 800mm
Bath £1250.00 Inc Vat

Fixing Kit £56.00 Inc Vat



Arcus wall bath
If  your desire is that free standing bath look in your bathroom but feel space is an issue, look at this. Free standing bath features 

but fits back to the wall either central or into a corner. This design of  product allows for easy cleaning around it.

1675x 810mm
Bath £1500.00 Inc Vat



Solus wall bath
Our semi countertop styled free standing bath. Design your bathroom to how you want it. If  furniture is your choice with 

overhung basin, why not have a bath that matches. The plinth arrangement can easily be assembled by your installer to achieve 
that bespoke bathing look. (Plinth not included).

1700 x 800mm
Bath £1350.00 Inc Vat
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Technical Specifications



Arcus wall bath
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Swatches

Copper

Silver Effect

Gold Effect

Real Silver

24ct Gold

We have made every effort to make the colours and finishes displayed as close as possible to the colours and finishes of  the products.



Only your eye is good enough.
We hope you will find what you like 

and like what you find.



25 Year Guarantee
By using high quality materials and advanced manufacturing techniques, 

Renaissance make baths which carry a 25 year guarantee against manufacturing 
or material defects. At their discretion Renaissance will either replace a faulty 

product or refund the cost. Consequential loss is not covered. 

This guarantee only applies to the original domestic purchaser.  
Proof of purchase will be required. 

www.renaissance-baths.co.uk
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY ACRYLIC BATHS, AIRSPA’S, 
SHOWER TRAYS & EASY ACCESS BATHS

Contact Us
Pennywell Industrial Estate, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear SR4 9EN.

T: 0191 534 6061 F: 0191 534 3626
sales@armour-plastics.com
www.renaissance-baths.co.uk

We endeavor to provide accurate information but
product development may alter certain specifications

GOT A SMART PHONE
Visit your app store to find a bar 

code reader for your device


